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A Trip Down the Grand Canyon with John Wesley Powell: 
 
Powell's Unit A 
 
1)  If the rocks were once sandstone and shale…..What kind of place was this region at 
the time?   Explain. 
 
 
Canyons and Mountains are erosional environments--not depositional ones.  To get 
sediments that became sandstone and shale, there must have once been a depositional 
environment where the Grand Canyon is today. 
As Powell concludes: 
 
"We have looked back unnumbered centuries into the past, and see the time when the 
schists in the depths of the Grand Canon were first formed as sedimentary beds 
beneath the sea…" 
 
 
2)  Which came first, rocks deposited or metamorphosed?  Explain. 
 
Like a pencil can't be broken until it's made, we can't fold  or metamorphose rocks until 
they exist.  The folding had to come later than the deposition on a sea floor. 
 
3) Which came first, sea or mountain range? 
There was an ancient sea.  Sediments of the sea piled up in deep layers and were 
uplifted into a mountain range. 
 
 
4)  Which came first intrusion of the granite or folding of the schist 
 

If the granite had been there at the time of the folding, it would have been folded 
(c).  Powell didn't see the granite folded like the schist, and so he concluded that the 
granite came after the folding, not before.   

He didn't find chunks of weathered granite in the schist (b).  If chunks of granite 
were in the schist, it would mean that the granite had to already be there at the time the 
schist was formed.  Yet, he concludes that the granite came after the schist. 

He didn't find the schist cutting across the granite (d).  Like the broken pencil, we 
can't cut across something until it's there first.  If he had found this relationship, he 
would have thought that the granite must be older than the schist, not younger. 

Instead, he saw the granite cutting across the schist in relatively unfolded layers 
and dikes, like a. 
 



Powell's Unit B 
5)  What did Powell see to conclude that the granite dikes were intruded before the 
erosion of the surface marked by the unconformity? 
 
Powell did not did not see the granite cutting across the erosion boundary and into the 
later rocks (b).  Like the breaking of a pencil, the granite could not cut across the 
erosion boundary or the later rocks if they did not yet exist.  Instead, he saw the erosion 
boundary cutting across the granite, as shown in (a).   
 
6)  Were the rocks we see today in the Grand Canyon part of the mountain range that 
metamorphosed the schist and formed the granite? 
 
No.  We reasoned above that the rocks immediately above the granite today were not 
there when the granite formed, because the erosion surface indicates everything above 
the unconformity eroded.  Any granite that may have once existed above the erosion 
boundary, and the mountain of other rocks that were once there, long ago eroded and 
washed to the sea to be replaced by the rocks that we see there today. 
 
7)  Which came first, lava flows or the sandstone of unit B? 
If the lava cuts across the sandstone, then the sandstone had to be there first.   

 
 
8)  Which came first, the rocks of unit B, or the event that tilted them? 
The rocks couldn't be tilted until they first existed.  Tilting implies a tectonic event, such 
as mountain building.  The tilting had to come after the rocks were deposited. 
 
9)  Is the mountain range that caused the tilting of unit B rocks the same as the event 
that metamorphosed the schist? 
No.  These quartzites are deposited on the old erosion surface that formed as those 
former mountains eroded away.  That erosion cuts across the schist and therefore 
comes after its formation.  We can conclude that the tilting resulted from a new uplift 
event. 
 



Powell's Unit C 
 
10)  Which came first, rocks of B were deposited or the erosion surface above B 
formed? 
 
We can't erode rocks away until they first exist, so the erosion had to come later. 
 
11)  Which came first, the tilting of rocks B or the deposition of rocks C? 
The rocks of set C were not yet present at the time of the tilting, otherwise they would 
be tilted.  Therefore the mountains with their volcanoes were long gone at the time unit 
C was formed. 
 
12)  Which came first, the deposition of rocks C or the formation of the Grand Canyon? 
The rocks had to exist before the canyon could be eroded in them.  Thus, the canyon 
itself is the youngster in this story, a relative new comer in a long, long story. 
 
The Big Story 
13)  From first to last:  F, G, I, K, D, H, B, C, A, J, E. 
 
14)  With oldest on the bottom, the sequence of events recorded at the Grand Canyon 
is 

 Uplift of the Colorado Plateau and erosion of the Grand Canyon (E) 

 Deposition and erosion of sediments as seas advance and retreat through the 
Paleozoic (J) 

 Deposition of sediments in a sea (C) 

 Erosion of highland areas and old mountains (B) 

 Tilting of rock layers, perhaps by uplift of mountains 

 Eruption of volcanoes 

 Deposition of sediments in a sea (K) 

 Erosion of a mountain range 

 Intrusion of igneous rock deep in the Earth's Crust 

 Metamorphism of sediments in the roots of a mountain range 

 Uplift of a range of mountains 

 Deposition of sediments in a sea (F) 
 
Powell writes: 
 

"Three times has this great region been left high and dry by the ever shifting seas; 
three times have the rocks been fractured and faulted; three times have floods of lava 
been poured up through the crevices, and three times have the clouds gathered over 
the rocks, and carved out valleys with their storms. The first time was after the 
deposition of the schists; the second was after the deposition of the red sandstones; 
the third time is the present time." 
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